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STIRLING-ALLOA-KINCARDINE RAILWAY AND LINKED IMPROVEMENTS 

BILL COMMITTEE 
 
 

WRITTEN EVIDENCE ON BEHALF OF THE PROMOTER IN RESPECT OF IAN 
BRYDIE AND RONALD ANDERSON, AS INDIVIDUALS AND AS TRUSTEES 

FOR THE FIRM OF HAMILTON AND BRYDIE (OBJECTION 56) 
 

 

Expert witnesses available on the following topics to give evidence on behalf of 
the Promoter: - 
 
Land Take and Acquisition; Compensation: Alison Gorlov, Parliamentary Agent, 
John Kennedy & Co  
 
Traffic and Transportation: Mac West, Development Manager, Roads and 
Transportation, Clackmannanshire Council 
 
Town and Country Planning issues: Julie Hamilton, Development Manager, 
Planning and Building Standards, Clackmannanshire Council 
 
Consultation and Other Engineering Matters: Tara Whitworth, Principal Engineer, 
Babtie Group Limited 
 
Existing Railway Processes: David Reid, Business Centre Director, Babtie Group 
Limited 
 
 

Introduction 

1. The Promoter has examined the said letter dated 19 April 2004, which 
Caesar & Howie, the solicitors for the Objectors, have submitted to the 
Committee Clerk.   

Following the numbered points in the said letter dated 19 April 2004, the 
Promoter rebuts those objections as follows: - 

Point 1 

Closure of crossing would prevent the Objectors from using the existing 
access to the Objectors’ site   

Agenda item 1 
SAK/S2/04/8/3 
Stirling-Alloa-

Kincardine Railway 
Bill Committee 
19 May 2004 
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Response and Rebuttal 

2. The Promoter refers the Committee to the plan of the site in Appendix 1.  
This reveals that their property, Gabertson Farm, lies to the north of the 
railway, from which it is separated by a plot of land distinct from Gaberston 
Farm and which does abut the railway.  On the south side of the crossing 
there is an area of ground between the railway and the north end of Balfour 
Street.  This, too, is separate from Gaberston Farm.  The Promoter 
believes that when the crossing was provided all this land (including 
Gaberston Farm as existing) was in the ownership of the Earl of Mar and 
that the crossing was to accommodate all that land, which had been 
severed by the railway.1 

3. The Promoter refers the Committee to the items in Appendix 2.  Items (b) 
and (c) were supplied to the Promoter by Caesar & Howie, the solicitors for 
the Objectors, in response to Item (a).  Item (a) represents the attempts by 
the Promoter to ascertain what rights (if any) the Objectors have to and 
across the level crossing site.  No response has been given by Caesar & 
Howie to the questions numbered 1 to 5 in Item (a) other than receipt by 
the Promoter of Items (b) and (c). 

4. Item (b) is a copy of the Objectors’ title to Gaberston Farm, Alloa.  
Conveyed to the Objectors in terms of that title were “all [then existing] 
rights of access to and egress from [Gaberston Farm] from Whins Road, 
Alloa, and from Balfour Street, Alloa, ... as shown by broken red lines on 
[the plan attached to Item (c) in Appendix 1 below]” 

5. Item (c) is a copy of the 1959 title to Gaberston Farm, Alloa, which 
incorporates the full conveyancing description of Gaberston Farm and the 
title plan.  It is clear from that title plan that to reach the level crossing site 
from the North or the South requires the Objectors to cross the two plots of 
land mentioned in paragraph 1 above which are separate from Gaberston 
Farm and which do not appear to belong to them.  It is in any case clear 
that the 1959 title granting rights over the level crossing did not give title to 
these plots of land and that at that time they did not belong to the 
Objectors.  

6. In order to be able to access the crossing, therefore, the Objectors needed 
specific rights of access over these two pieces of ground.  These rights 
appear to have been created in 1959 by the Earl of Mar. 

7. The existing rights of access over the level crossing site itself referred to in 
item (b) appear to be of a quite different character.  Rights over the level 
crossing could only be created by the railway owner.  The railway at this 
point appears to have been authorised by the Stirling and Dunfermline 
Railway Act 1846.  Section 1 of that Act applied section 60 of the Railway 
Clauses Consolidation (Scotland) Act 1845, which required railway 

                                                 
1 The crossing is likely to have been provided under section 60 of the Railway Clauses 
Consolidation (Scotland) Act 1845 – see paragraph 7 below. 
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undertakers when constructing a railway to provide and maintain works for 
the accommodation of owners and occupiers of land adjoining and severed 
by the new railway.  The Promoter believes the Balfour Street crossing to 
be an accommodation crossing provided under this section.  The right to 
use an accommodation crossing provided in this way accordingly arises 
under statute, not by way of a grant.  

8. It therefore appears that such rights as the Objectors have derive from two 
distinct sources.  The right to use the crossing itself is a statutory right.  The 
rights to cross land abutting the level crossing are the result of a grant by 
the Earl of Mar.  The significance of the distinction is that a statutory right 
continues until either the statute is repealed or the beneficiary releases his 
rights.  By contrast, the access rights referred to in the grant by the Earl of 
Mar in Items (b) and (c) can only continue to benefit the Objectors if the 
rights themselves have not been automatically discharged by law as a 
result of non-usage for a period in excess of twenty years.  If access across 
these two pieces of land has not been taken by the Objectors within that 
time any such access rights they may have had in terms of their title to 
Gaberston Farm have legally ceased to exist.  If that has occurred it follows 
that the Objectors cannot any longer make use of the subsisting statutory 
right relating to the crossing itself. 

9. In order to establish that they have an existing access over the crossing, 
therefore, the Objectors must provide evidence showing when they last 
used the route from Balfour Street to Gaberston Farm via the level crossing 
site, whether such access was using vehicles or on foot, and the purpose 
of such use. 

10. The Objectors further claim that no alternative access is being offered by 
the Promoter.  It is the case that the Bill does not provide an alternative for 
the Balfour Street crossing.  However, it is clear that an alternative already 
exists and (unlike the Balfour Street crossing) is in use. For the purpose of 
assessing the current condition of the two access routes to Gaberston 
Farm referred to in Items (b) and (c) the Promoter arranged for a site visit 
to be carried out on 30 April 2004 and photographs taken of the two access 
routes.  These photographs are Items (e), (f) and (g) in Appendix 2 below, 
the positions from which they were taken being shown in Item (h).  The 
Promoter submits that it is clear from these photographs that– 

 (a) the access road leading to Whins Road, Alloa, is currently in good 
condition for pedestrian and vehicular traffic to and from 
Gaberston Farm and is clearly currently in use for all traffic 
entering and leaving both Gaberston Farm and the East End 
Bowling Club;  

 (b) the access route leading from Balfour Street to Gaberston Farm is 
currently heavily overgrown and narrow, has not been used for 
some considerable length of time and is currently blocked (by 
fences and gates adjacent to the former railway line and by 
building materials and equipment assumed to belong to the 
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Objectors parked or stored on the land to the North of the former 
railway line) so as to be incapable of use; and 

 (c) at least some of the land upon which these materials, vehicles and 
equipment is parked or stored does not appear to belong to the 
Objectors (see the title plan forming part of Item (c)).     

11. The Promoter therefore believes that, even if the Objectors’ access rights 
to and from the level crossing site in their title do still exist, the Objectors 
clearly do not currently use the access route leading from Balfour Street to 
Gaberston Farm and that all access to Gaberston Farm is by the access 
road leading from Whins Road, Alloa.  

12. The Objectors claim that the access from Whins Road is not ideal for their 
business.  The Promoter refutes this claim. Reference is made to Item (e) 
in this regard.  In passing the Promoter notes that the large blue lorry trailer 
and building materials visible next to the level crossing site in Item (g) must 
have been brought into the Objectors’ property using the access from 
Whins Road.   

13. The Objectors’ explanation of why the crossing access is blocked at 
present suggests a temporary closure.  The Promoter can state of its own 
knowledge that the crossing at that point has been in the same blocked and 
dilapidated condition as shown in Item (g) on every occasion that it has 
been observed by the Promoter’s officers, project manager, engineers, 
referencers and other advisers since at least the last quarter of 2002.  
Indeed, it was the state of the crossing that contributed to the conclusion 
that there was no existing level crossing at this point. 

    Point 2 

If Whins Road access unusable no means of access available to the 
Objectors’ site   

Response and Rebuttal 

14. The Promoter understands that the “alternative” access road leading to and 
from Whins Road is privately owned and maintained, as is the bridge over 
the Brothie Burn which it crosses.2  As far as the Promoter is aware this 
“alternative” access road to and from Whins Road  is currently used as the 
sole access to the Objectors property, as the access to and from Balfour 
Street is, in the words of the Objectors, “presently closed”. Accordingly the 
question of maintenance of the bridge over the Brothie Burn is a private 
matter between the owner of the bridge and/or the Objectors, and is not a 
matter for the Promoter. 

15. For the reasons also stated in response to Point 1 above, the Promoter 
does not believe that the access route leading from Balfour Street to 

                                                 
2 The Promoter requests the Objectors to confirm that this is the bridge mentioned in the 
Objection. 
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Gaberston Farm is currently in use.  Accordingly the Promoter does not 
believe that formal closure of the level crossing would alter the current 
access arrangements nor any relevant interest of the Objectors in any 
material way. 

Point 3 

Offer by “British Rail”   

Response and Rebuttal 

16. The Promoter was not party to any offer having been made previously to 
the Objectors by “British Rail” and as such is unsure of the relevance of this 
point of the Objection.  

17. The Promoter refers to its previous evidence in respect of compensation 
and blight as affecting objectors3.  

Point 4 

Creation of access to private houses avoiding “works area”   

Response and Rebuttal 

18. The Promoter is not aware of whether the private residences referred to are 
in the course of transfer into the names of the Objectors personally, but 
whatever transfer may be in prospect could not enlarge whatever access 
rights currently pertain to Gaberston Farm nor create any new rights.  
Accordingly, for the reasons stated in response to Point 1 above, the 
Promoter calls upon the Objectors to provide evidence showing when they 
last used the route from Balfour Street to Gaberston Farm via the level 
crossing site, whether such access was using vehicles or on foot, and the 
purpose of such use to support their assertion that pedestrian and vehicular 
access rights sufficient for access to residential properties on the Objectors’ 
property still exist. 

19.    There does not appear to be any reason why the private residences referred 
to could not be accessed using the existing access road leading to and 
from Whins Road and calls upon the Objectors to clarify this.  The 
Promoter also calls upon the Objectors to explain why they believe that 
access to the private residences should not now be taken through the 
“works area” when this is clearly the current position and has been for 
some considerable time.  Indeed the Promoter believes the current 
positions of the “works area” and the existing private residences are such 
that it would not be possible for an access to the private residences to be 
created separately from any access to the “works area”. 

 

                                                 
3 Written Evidence given to the Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Railway and Linked Improvements Bill 
Committee On behalf of the Promoter in respect of Compensation and Blight as affecting objectors 
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Point 5 

Access to future housing development potentially to be from Balfour Street; 
Construction of tunnel or bridge required   

Response and Rebuttal 

20. The Promoter is not aware of any proposal for the Objectors’ property to be 
redeveloped as a private housing development nor that access to this 
would require to be taken over the railway line rather than by the existing 
access road leading to and from Whins Road.   

As at 30 April 2004 no planning application for such a redevelopment had 
been lodged with or notified to the Promoter as Planning Authority. An 
application would be required for a residential development of the nature 
indicated by the Objector, and such an application would be considered on 
its individual merits.   

21. Therefore the Promoter calls upon the Objectors to confirm to what extent 
proposals for the redevelopment of their property have been prepared and 
put forward to the Promoter as Planning Authority, and why access to this 
would require to be taken over the railway line rather than by the existing 
access road leading to and from Whins Road. 

22. The Promoter believes that the existing private road leading to and from 
Whins Road could be improved to a standard suitable for serving a private 
housing development and indeed that the requirements of its current and 
emerging Planning policies for the area (see detailed description below) 
would require that access to such a development would be by the existing 
private road leading to and from Whins Road.  The Promoter, as Planning 
Authority, confirms that it would be a condition of any Planning permission 
granted for such development that this would be the case. 

23. The Promoter notes that Balfour Street is a narrow residential cul-de-sac 
with very limited off-street parking.  There is therefore resultant on-street 
parking and congestion.  As Highways Authority the Promoter confirms that 
access to and from any private housing development on the Objectors’ 
property via Balfour Street would be completely unacceptable in terms of 
highway and road safety standards,.  Given that Balfour Street is narrow, 
congested and has very limited off-street parking, the Promoter does not 
consider that a bridge or tunnel over or under the railway line at the level 
crossing site (were these technically feasible) would be sufficient to 
surmount these difficulties.  Nor does the Promoter consider it would be 
appropriate for Balfour Street, which is solely in residential use, to be used 
as an access to the Objectors’ property by “builders merchant’s lorries” 
which currently gain access to the Objectors’ property only by using the 
existing private road leading to and from Whins Road.           

24. Were an application for Planning permission for a housing development on 
the Objectors’ property to be submitted to the Promoter, as Planning 
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Authority, the applicable policies are largely to be found in the 
Clackmannan District Adopted Local Plan 1994 and the Finalised 
Clackmannanshire Local Plan (which is shortly to be adopted by the 
Promoter). 

 
25. The Clackmannan District Adopted Local Plan 1994 includes the following 

relevant Planning policies:- 
 
 General Development Policies 
 

GEN 17 Where land is not covered by specific policies, proposals or 
opportunities, developments which are compatible with the 
existing land use will normally be acceptable. 

 
Residential Development Policies 

 
These are expected to be concentrated in and around Alloa, with layouts 
designed to exclude through traffic. 

 
RES 2 Development on Brownfield sites within settlements, particularly 

those identified on settlement maps will be allowable provided 
detailed site requirements are met. 

 
Infrastructure Development Policies 

 
These provide that generally it is important that the design of new 
developments incorporates suitable accesses, parking and road layouts. 

 
INF 1 Approval is unlikely to be granted for any development which 

would preclude the re-opening of the Alloa–Stirling Rail link to 
passenger traffic, the provision of an extended line to 
Kincardine and beyond, and stations at Cambus, Alloa and 
Clackmannan.  (This is marked T7 on the proposals map 
forming part of this Local Plan). 

 
INF 5 Roads and footpaths will normally be designed and constructed 

in accordance with the specifications endorsed by the Highways 
Authority, to ensure eligibility for public adoption.  Direct access 
onto distributor roads will be resisted in preference to access 
and secondary roads, where feasible. 

 
26. The Finalised Clackmannanshire Local Plan includes the following relevant 

Planning policies:- 
 

Objective 1 – Locations for New Homes 
 

New housing developments are to be within settlement boundaries.  The 
Council will favour Brownfield developments over development that would 
result in the loss of agricultural or other productive greenfield land, taking 
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account of the need to provide for choice in location and size.  The 
development of small sites and windfall sites will contribute to the housing 
land supply. 

 
RES 2 Priority will be given to the development of brownfield sites that 

utilise vacant, derelict, contaminated and underused land and 
property within settlement boundaries.  Where a brownfield site 
is capable of providing a satisfactory living environment then 
any proposal will require to be in accord with the criteria given in 
policy EN11 (Enhancing Environmental Quality – this provides 
that proposals for new development should provide a high level 
of safety and security for pedestrians where necessary, 
including protection of existing accesses within and around the 
site). 

 
RES 3 Development proposals will be considered favourably where 

they meet the Council’s specific requirements regarding Infill 
and Backland Development and in particular they should: 

 
(i)  not result in the loss of open space that is of value to the 

community; 
(iii) provide appropriate access and parking to meet the 

Council’s Development and Roads Guidelines and 
Specification; 

(iv) contribute to the enhancement of the existing character 
of the neighbourhood through appropriate form and 
quality design; 

(v) not result in over development or “town cramming” with 
plot ratios not exceeding 25% for any individual plot of 
land. 

 
INF 1 There will be a general presumption against development which 

would prejudice the re-opening of the Alloa-Stirling-Kincardine 
railway line. 

 
INF 3 Development will not be permitted where it will result in the loss 

of an asserted right of way or other footpaths unless continuity 
of the route will be maintained through the provision of a 
suitable replacement path which is integral to the design and 
layout of new development. 

 
INF 4 Development is to be undertaken in accordance with the 

Council’s Development Roads Guidelines and Specification, 
and relevant issues will include congestion and road safety 
issues.   

 
27. While in principle a housing development on the Objectors’ property would 

appear to be acceptable in terms of the foregoing adopted and emerging 
Planning policies, access to any such development via a level crossing 
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across an active railway would not be.  As Roads Authority the Promoter 
confirms that access to and from any private housing development on the 
Objectors’ property via Balfour Street would be completely unacceptable on 
highways standards and road safety grounds.  There is in any case an 
alternative and more suitable access route available i.e. the existing private 
road leading to and from Whins Road.  With reference to Policy INF 3 of 
the Finalised Clackmannanshire Local Plan, the Promoter does not 
consider that the route from Whins Road to Balfour Street via the level 
crossing site can be considered as a public footpath or right of way.   

28. The Promoter believes that the access rights referred to in Items (b) and (c) 
(over the two pieces of ground immediately to the North and South of the 
level crossing site) are, in terms of the law of Scots law relating to such 
access rights, insufficient to support access for pedestrian and vehicular 
traffic to a multi-owner private residential housing development even if such 
rights still exist.  It is an established principle of Scots law that such access 
rights cannot be unilaterally extended by their holder, and the burden of the 
rights increased, without the consent of the owner of the land across which 
access is to be taken.  Intensification of use of the route from the Objectors’ 
property to Balfour Street from the current zero usage (or from its level of 
usage for agricultural purposes in 1959 when the rights first appear in the 
Objectors’ title or 1972 when they acquired Gaberston Farm) to the level of 
usage to be expected of a multi-owner private residential housing 
development would represent such an extension of the access rights.  The 
Promoter is not aware of any consent having been given by the owner of 
the land across which the route from the Objectors’ property to Balfour 
Street passes (whoever that is) to such an extension of the access rights. 
The Promoter requests the Objectors to produce evidence of such consent, 
failing which it must be assumed that the Objectors currently have 
insufficient access rights to enable any housing development on their 
property to be accessed via Balfour Street. 

29. A similar principle applies in relation to the statutory rights.  It is established 
law that a level crossing having been provided for the accommodation of 
those owners whose land was severed, so that their existing use of their 
land could continue, that use is the only use for which the accommodation 
crossing is provided.  A landowner is not therefore entitled to use an 
accommodation crossing for some quite different purpose.  The Balfour 
Street level crossing was provided to accommodate the owner of 
Gaberston Farm and other land at a time when all that land was solely 
agricultural.  Accordingly, the Objectors are only entitled to use the crossing 
for agricultural purposes and purposes incidental to that use.  This does not 
extend to the provision of an access for a housing development. 

  General 

30. The Promoter has properly applied the requirements of the European 
Convention of Human Rights in so far as the Objectors may be affected by 
the scheme. 
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31. The Promoter has carried out all public consultation and environmental 
impact assessment4 on the assumption that Balfour Street level crossing 
was, and would remain, closed. Therefore the Objector has had many 
opportunities to identify any additional requirements it may have in this 
regard.   

32. The Committee is aware from the Promoter’s Memorandum on Existing 
Railway Processes5 that should a level crossing be required at this location 
the type of crossing and the associated apparatus is not a matter for the Bill 
to address.  

33. If the Objectors do indeed suffer any loss by reason of the closure they will 
be entitled to claim compensation under section 9(6) of the Bill.  The 
amount of the compensation will be a matter for the Lands Tribunal in the 
event of dispute.  The Parliament having determined that the public interest 
justifies the reopening of the railway, a landowner entitled to compensation 
cannot complain about the works that give rise to that entitlement. 

 

 

 

                                                 
4 Refer to the Promoter’s Memorandum and the Environmental Statement accompanying the Bill 
5 Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Railway And Linked Improvements Bill Promoter’s Memorandum on 
Existing Railway Processes, Babtie Group, 16/02/2004. 
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Appendix 1 referred to above 

(a) Copy Letter by John Kennedy & Co to Caesar & Howie dated 28 April 2004 

(b) Copy Disposition by William McAllister in favour of Alexander Ian Philp 
Brydie and Ronald McKenzie Anderson dated 28 February 1972 and 
recorded General Register of Sasines (Clackmannan) 7 March 1972 

(c) Copy Disposition by the Right Honourable Walter John Francis Erskine, 
Earl of Mar and Kellie, Viscount Fenton, Baron Erskine and Dirleton, in 
favour of Andrew Nicol dated 13 October 1959 and recorded General 
Register of Sasines (Clackmannan) 1 December 1959 

(d) Instrument of Disentail by the Right Honourable Walter John Francis 
Erskine, Earl of Mar and Kellie, Viscount Fenton, Baron Erskine and 
Dirleton, Knight of the Thistle etc, dated 3 March 1891 and recorded 
General Register of Sasines (Clackmannan, Stirling, Perth & Aberdeen) & 
Books of Council and Session 10 August 1891 

(e) Photo 1 taken on behalf of the Promoter on 30 April 2004 showing existing 
pedestrian and vehicular access to Gaberston Farm, Alloa, from Whins 
Road, Alloa    

(f) Photo 2 taken on behalf of the Promoter on 30 April 2004 showing former 
pedestrian and vehicular access to Gaberston Farm, Alloa, from Balfour 
Street, Alloa    

(g) Photo 3 taken on behalf of the Promoter on 30 April 2004 showing level 
crossing site looking Northwards to Gaberston Farm, Alloa 

(h) Plan showing location of viewpoints from which Photos 1, 2 and 3 taken 
with arrows showing direction of camera angle 
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Ian Brydie and Ronald Anderson, as individuals and as Trustees for the Firm of 
Hamilton and Brydie (“Objectors”) in terms of letters to the Clerks dated 19 April 
and 11 May 2004 (Objection 56) 
 
 

 
 
 

Precognition of Tara Whitworth on Engineering and Other Matters 
 
Introduction 

1. My name is Tara Whitworth.  My academic qualifications include an honours 
degree in Civil, Structural and Environmental Engineering (BA BAI) from Trinity 
College Dublin in 1993. I have been a chartered member of the Institution of Civil 
Engineers (CEng MICE) since 1997 and a member of the Institution of Highways 
and Transportation (MIHT) since 1993.  I am a Civil Engineer with 10 years 
experience of major and minor infrastructure projects. This experienced has been 
gained from working on a large number of projects which have included roads, 
railways, bridges, dams and tunnels, and have varied from pre-feasibility study 
stage right through to post-construction completion stage.  My current position 
with Babtie Group Limited is as a Principal Engineer in the Rail division of the 
Infrastructure Business Centre. 

2. I am providing this precognition in my capacity as the overall project manager for 
the Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Railway and Linked Improvements project, with the 
specific remit to address engineering and other matters raised by the Objectors.   

General 

3. The Balfour Street level crossing has not been used for many years and I am aware 
that one of the Objectors, Mr I Brydie, confirmed to Scott Wilson Railways during 
the pre-Bill submission consultation process in late 2002 that although he and his 
brother have rights over the level crossing he did not have any objection to its 
formal closure.1 In addition, Mr Brydie’s agent, Caesar & Howie, most recently 
raised the issue of Mr Brydie’s rights over the crossing in a letter to Scott Wilson 
Railways dated 15th July 2003 which was duly forwarded to me for action. In this 
letter no mention was made of any objection to the closure of the crossing.2  

4. As such I have not had any discussions with Network Rail or Her Majesty’s 
Railway Inspectorate (HMRI) to re-open it to regular vehicular traffic. From my 
ongoing discussions with Network Rail and HMRI I am aware of their strong 
preferences to minimise the number of level crossings along the route of the 
Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine railway line. In a location such as this where a clear 
alternative route is available and is currently in use I believe that it is unlikely that 

                                            
1 Refer to the Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Route Re-opening Consultation Report, Volumes 1 and 2, Scott 
Wilson Railways November 2002.  
2 See Appendix A. 
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they would approve the re-opening of such a crossing for safety reasons. My view 
of this is further strengthened given that the Objector has highlighted prior illegal 
usage of the crossing by members of the public and given the poor approach 
alignment and lack of visibility from Balfour Street.  

5. In terms of operation of the line, a re-opened level crossing would introduce a 
potential delay to the freight traffic operating over this section of the line.  

6. In addition, the cost associated with the additional infrastructure necessary to re-
open the level crossing, particularly the signalling apparatus, is not included in the 
Estimate of Expense accompanying the Bill.  
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Precognition of Alison M H Gorlov, Parliamentary Agent, John Kennedy & Co 
Compulsory purchase, Compensation and Railway Law  
 

Introduction 
 
1. My name is Alison Mary Haymon Gorlov.  I am a Solicitor of the Supreme Court 

(England and Wales) (admitted 1975) and a Roll A Parliamentary Agent (approved 
by the House authorities in the Westminster Parliament in 1978).  I have nearly 30 
years’ experience of compulsory purchase and compensation associated with major 
and minor infrastructure projects, the majority of them railways or other forms of 
guided transport.  This experience has been gained from acting as a Parliamentary 
Agent on the promotion of, and opposition to, Scottish provisional Orders, 
Westminster Private Bills, Transport and Works Act Orders (England and Wales) 
and Orders under the Harbours Act 1964.  My current position is as a partner in 
John Kennedy & Co, Parliamentary Agents, a position I have held since 1978. 

 
2. I have been involved in the Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Route Re-opening project 

since July 2002.  In addition to drafting the Bill and Explanatory Notes, I have 
advised the project on both legal and procedural requirements and on the legal 
implications of the Bill.  My advice has covered land take and compensation, 
particularly in the context of the implications of the proposals on affected 
landowners. 

 
3. I refer the Committee to the Memoranda submitted on behalf of the Promoter dated 

28th January 2004 (SAK /S2/04/1/1) and 8th March 2004 (SAK/S2/04/4/32).  I also 
refer the Committee to the corrected amendment as shown on the paper submitted 
on behalf of the Promoter on 23rd March 2004 (SAK/S2/04/7/3). 

 
4. SAK/S2/04/1/1 explains in some detail the background to the amendment and 

describes the Balfour Street Level Crossing (“the level crossing”)(paragraphs 4 to 
12), current rights over it (paragraphs 13 to 15) and the effect of closure 
(paragraphs 19 and 20).  I confirm that based upon the information made available 
to me, I believe both Memoranda (and the above mentioned paragraphs in 
particular) to be true and correct. 

 
Scope of this precognition 
 
5. My evidence addresses the following issues:– 
 
 (a) existence, nature, extent and significance of the Objectors’ rights over the 

level crossing; 
 
 (b) the relevance of their rights over adjoining land; and 
 
 (c) the effect on the merits of their objection of the right to compensation under 

section 9(6) of the Bill. 
 
 As regards (b), the Objectors’ rights over adjoining land, which arise by grant and 

are not statutory rights are property rights, explained in detail in Robin Priestley’s 
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evidence.  My evidence deals with the interaction between those rights and the 
statutory rights over the crossing itself. 

 
6. As the Committee has previously heard, the Bill applies the compensation code 

applicable to any compulsory purchase in Scotland.  The rules are outlined in the 
Promoter’s information note on compensation and planning blight.3  The purpose 
of the compensation code is to make good losses that are capable of being reduced 
to a monetary value. 

 
Existence of rights over the level crossing 
 
7. As the result of the investigations about which the Committee knows, it has 

become clear to me (and is accepted by the Promoter) that the Objectors have 
statutory rights to use the level crossing.  In view of the different nature of their 
rights over the land adjoining either side of the crossing, the Committee should 
appreciate that the level crossing comprises only the crossing of the railway 
between the two gates about which the Committee has heard and one of which (on 
the north side of the railway) is shown on the foreground of photo 3 (item (g) in 
appendix 1 to the Promoter’s rebuttal).   

 
8. As explained in paragraph 7 of the Promoter’s rebuttal, rights of way over a 

railway can only be created by the railway owner (this is because any pre-existing 
rights of way – of which there is no evidence in this case – are automatically 
extinguished as the result of the compulsory acquisition of the land for the railway 
when it was originally built).  The railway at this point appears to have been 
originally authorised by the Stirling and Dunfermline Railway Act 1846.4  At the 
time the railway was built it passed, at this point, through open fields.5  The fields 
through which the railway passed were, therefore, severed by the railway.  As can 
be seen from the map extract, this included the fields at Gaberston.  As appears 
from the title produced by the Objectors, all this land belonged to the Earl of Mar. 

 
9. Section 1 of the 1846 Act applied section 60 of the Railways Clauses 

Consolidation (Scotland) Act 1845.6  Section 60 requires railway undertakers when 
constructing a railway to provide and maintain works for the accommodation of 
owners and occupiers of land adjoining and severed by the new railway.  The 
Stirling and Dunfermline Railway Company would, therefore, have been obliged 
to provide accommodation crossings for landowners including the Earl of Mar.  It 
is clear that the level crossing serves only the land on either side of the railway.  It 
appears from this evidence that the level crossing is an accommodation crossing is 
an accommodation crossing provided under section 60.  I ought also to explain that 
“accommodation crossing” is the expression used to describe a crossing provided 
to “accommodate” a landowner i.e. to enable him to enjoy his land as if the railway 
had not been built.  

                                            
3  Promoter’s evidence on Compensation and Planning Blight, Appendix (SAK/S2/04/3/2) 
4  1846 c.202.  
5  See Appendix B: extract from sheet 39 Ordnance survey 1-inch 2nd edition Scotland, 1898 – 1904, large 

scale enlargement of Gaberston and surrounding area, smaller enlargement showing location, index 
page and date of mapping and revisions.  

6  1845 c.33. 
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10. As explained in Robin Priestley’s evidence, the Objectors’ title derives from the 

Earl of Mar who in 1959 conveyed to previous owners his rights in respect of the 
level crossing.  It accordingly appears that the Objectors have statutory rights to 
use the level crossing as an accommodation crossing.  There is a great deal of law 
as to what this means.  A person entitled to the benefit of an accommodation 
crossing provided under section 60 of the1845 Act  is entitled to make such use of 
it as might have been contemplated at the time it was provided.  He may not 
substantially increase the burden on the railway of having the crossing at that 
point. So, for example, a landowner entitled to use an accommodation crossing 
provided for a limited agricultural use is not entitled to insist on the railway 
undertaker bringing it up to a standard required for large numbers of pedestrians,7 
construction traffic connected with development of the adjoining land8 or 
subsequent users of the developed land.6  The existing rights over the level crossing 
are therefore limited to such level of use as is consistent with the original 
agricultural use.   Any constraints resulting from that limitation on the permitted 
level of use will be reflected in the value attributable to the loss of the rights, 
affecting the amount of any compensation (as to which see below).   

 
11. Paragraph 1 of the letter of objection dated 19th April 2004 states that the 

alternative access from Whins Road “is not ideal for our clients’ business and for 
usage by heavy lorries”.  This is clearly not an agricultural use.  It would also 
appear to entail using vehicles of greater size and weight than those for which the 
crossing was constructed or for which it will physically allow.  For the reasons 
explained above, this represents an intensification of the use of the crossing which 
is not within the Objectors’ existing rights and for which the railway undertaking is 
not required to provide.  Not only is the railway undertaker not obliged to 
accommodate this additional use but it would be unlawful for the Objectors 
themselves to adapt the crossing for such use.   

 
12. Paragraph 5 of the letter of objection refers to access to the Objectors’ proposed 

housing development being taken over the level crossing and this is amplified in 
the letter of 11th May 2004 in the response to point 4 of the Promoter’s rebuttal.  I 
draw attention to the case of Greenhalgh v British Railway Board,6 which is 
precisely comparable.  In that case it was specifically decided that the right to use 
an accommodation crossing provided, as in the present case, for agricultural use 
did not confer a right for the same crossing to be used by residents of the housing 
subsequently developed on the former agricultural land.  

  
13. I believe, therefore, that the evidence is indeed that the Objectors have rights over 

the level crossing.  However, for the reasons given above, I submit that these rights 
do not extend to the business use referred to in the objection nor to any use 
hereafter for the purposes of access to a housing development.   

 

                                            
7  Taff Vale Railway Company v Canning 1909 2Ch 48: crossing provided for a farmer moving animals 

once or twice a week being used by large numbers of pedestrians from a tennis club. 
8  Greenhalgh v British Railways Board [1969] 2 All E.R.114: crossing accommodating adjoining 

farmland used by construction traffic generated by development of the land for housing and after 
construction by pedestrian and vehicular traffic generated by the developed housing estates. 
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14. I have gone into some detail concerning the Objectors’ rights over the level 
crossing because these rights are crucial to the objection.  The Objectors are only 
entitled to object if they are “adversely affected by the private Bill”.9  On the basis 
of my evidence, I submit to the Committee that the extent of any adverse effect 
suffered by the Objectors is limited to the loss of agricultural use of the crossing 
and any use reasonably incidental to that use.   

 
Relevance of rights over adjoining land 
 
15. The letter of 11th May, responding to point 1 of the Promoter’s rebuttal, accepts 

that the land adjoining the level crossing itself does not belong to the Objectors.  
Robin Priestley’s evidence concludes that on the basis of the information given 
concerning intermittent use, the rights over this adjoining land granted by the Earl 
of Mar may still subsist, so giving the Objectors a clear route from their land to the 
crossing and, south of the crossing, to Balfour Street.  I should add only that 
whatever the status of the rights over this adjoining land, the Objectors will not 
lose their statutory rights through lack of use.  However, the ability to make use of 
those statutory rights is solely dependent on being able to take access to the level 
crossing. 

 
Merits of objection – effect of rights 
 
16. Section 9(6) of the Bill provides that a person who suffers loss as a result of the 

extinguishment of any right of way over a private crossing which is stopped up is 
entitled to compensation, the amount of which is calculated in accordance with the 
compensation code as outlined in the Information Note referred to in paragraph 1 
above.1  Whether the Objectors will in this case suffer any loss is a compensation 
issue.  It will be for the Objectors to justify any claim and if compensation cannot 
be agreed the claim can be referred for determination by the Land Tribunal for 
Scotland.   

 
17. Powers to construct public works will only be granted where justified by public 

policy.  This public interest justifies doing the things that may give rise to 
compensation claims.  Balanced against this public interest is the need to pay 
compensation to affected landowners, but given compensation those landowners 
cannot complain about the works that give rise to its payment. 

 
18. The Parliament has resolved to pass at the Preliminary Stage this Bill which 

authorises, among other things, “the reconstruction of the railway from Stirling to 
Kincardine”.  The decision that the railway scheme is required as a matter of public 
policy has therefore been made.  It follows that the Objectors’ concerns should not 
be allowed to prevent the Bill proceeding as they can be resolved by payment of 
compensation. 

 
 
 

                                            
9  Rule 9A.8.2. 
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Precognition of Robin Priestley on Property and Land Law issues 
  
Introduction 

1. My name is Robin Priestley.  My academic qualifications include an Honours 
Degree in Scots Law and Diploma in Legal Practice from Aberdeen University.  I 
have been a solicitor qualified to practise in Scotland since 1995 and am also a 
Notary Public.  My areas of expertise are conveyancing, land and property law, 
and planning and environmental law.  This experience has been gained principally 
through employment with legal firms in private practice in Scotland including 
Dundas & Wilson and Turcan Connell.  I am currently an Associate with Anderson 
Strathern WS and a member of their Planning and Environment Group. 

2. This precognition relates to the status and nature of the access rights to and from 
the level crossing site near to Gaberston Farm, Alloa, which appear in the 
Objectors’ title to Gaberston Farm, and the circumstances under which these rights 
could have automatically ceased to exist. 

3. The status and nature of any statutory rights to cross the level crossing site itself 
have been detailed to the Committee and will be dealt with by separate evidence by 
Alison Gorlov1. 

Access rights to and from Gaberston Farm 
 
4. The Promoter has detailed to the Committee the layout of Gaberston Farm, the 

Objector’s title to it and the routes over which access rights were granted in the 
original title to Gaberston Farm2.  Two title deeds are relevant for these purposes.  
The first of these is the 1959 title which incorporates a full conveyancing 
description of Gaberston Farm incorporating the title plan, and which sets out the 
access rights to and from the level crossing site.  The second of these is the 1972 
title in favour of the Objectors, which refers to the same title description and passes 
on the access rights for the benefit of the Objectors.   

 
5. The 1959 title plan shows that to reach the level crossing site from the North or the 

South requires the Objectors to cross two plots of land which are separate from 
Gaberston Farm and which do not appear to belong to them.  Neither the 1959 title 
nor the 1972 title gave title to these plots of land and I understand they do not 
belong to the Objectors.  In order to be able to access the crossing from either side, 
the Objectors therefore need specific rights of access over these two pieces of 
ground.  These rights were created in the 1959 title. 

                                            
1  As detailed in the Promoter’s Written Evidence in respect of this Objection submitted to the Clerks on 
6 May 2004 
2  As detailed in the Promoter’s Written Evidence in respect of this Objection submitted to the Clerks on 
6 May 2004; copies of the title deeds are items (b) and (c) in the Appendix to that 
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Extinction of access rights if unused for 20 years 

6. Scots land law provides that rights of access, even if contained in a title deed, are 
deemed to be extinguished if they are not exercised for a period of 20 continuous 
years3.  Accordingly if the Objectors have not exercised their rights to take 
pedestrian and/or vehicular access to either side of the level crossing site within the 
last 20 years they will have automatically lost those rights permanently.  The 
question of whether that has taken place is one which can only be put beyond 
doubt by the Objectors providing corroborated evidence that they have indeed 
exercised their access rights.  In my professional opinion it is generally difficult to 
prove the opposite, i.e. that no access has taken place for 20 years, unless there are 
permanent physical changes such as permanent blockage or re-routing of the 
access route which it can be proved took place more than 20 years ago.  The 
Objectors have claimed usage of the access route from Balfour Street within the 
last 20 years.  If the Objectors are able to produce corroborated evidence to that 
effect, then  the Promoter is happy to accept that such access rights still exist. 

Route of the access 

7. Scots land law provides that if a right of access over a third party’s land includes 
full specification of the route to be followed when exercising such access, the 
holder of the access rights is bound to follow that route.  This principle applies 
unless the title creating the access rights contains specific provision allowing the 
route to be diverted.  As the 1959 title plan4 shows a specific route (marked with 
dotted lines on the title plan) but neither the 1959 title nor the 1972 title allow 
deviation from the route, the Objectors’ rights are limited to the route shown 
marked with dotted lines on the title plan. 

 
Width of the access 
 
8. Neither the 1959 title nor the 1972 title specify the width of the route over which 

the Objectors were granted access rights.  Where that is the case, Scots law 
provides that the width of the route must be established according to what a 
reasonable owner might have anticipated at the time the access rights were 
created5.  Put simply, the width of the allowable route is therefore what the width 
must have been in 1959 and cannot be widened without the explicit consent of the 
owner of the land over which the access route passes.  While it is perhaps difficult 
to say how wide the access road may have been in 1959, the width of the level 
crossing gates can still be determined as they are still in place.  That would then 
determine the maximum width of the route over which the Objectors may take 
access to and from the level crossing site. 

 

                                            
3  See for example D. J. Cusine & R. R. M. Paisley, “Servitudes and Rights of Way”, Scottish 
Universities Law Institute Limited (1998), 17.33 
4  Incorporated in Item (c) in the Appendix to the Promoter’s Written Evidence in respect of this 
Objection submitted to the Clerks on 6 May 2004  
5  See for example D. J. Cusine & R. R. M. Paisley, “Servitudes and Rights of Way”, Scottish 
Universities Law Institute Limited (1998), 12.187 
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Purpose of the access rights 
 
9. While the 1959 title grants access rights “for both pedestrian and vehicular traffic” 

it does not further specify what size or type of vehicles may use the access road. 
While there are academic and judicial differences of opinion on what this may 
mean in practice6, it is my professional view that the type of vehicles with which 
the Objectors may access Gaberston Farm is not restricted other than they clearly 
cannot be of greater width than the level crossing gates as referred to above. 

 
Intensification of use- potential development of Gaberston Farm 
 
10. It is a general principle of Scots law that the holder of access rights cannot increase 

the burden of those access rights beyond that which is acceptable7.  A common 
situation is the intensification in the volume of traffic using an access road.  
Generally the holder of access rights may only materially increase the volume of 
traffic using the access road if the owner of the land over which the access rights 
are exercised explicitly consents to this.  

 
11. For example, the Courts have held that, where access rights existed to and across a 

level crossing, the volume of traffic originally being simply agricultural traffic, the 
holder of those access rights was not permitted to increase the volume of traffic for 
the purposes of a commercial venture on the former agricultural land8.  
Accordingly in my professional opinion the Objectors’ access rights (as expressed 
in their title) would not be sufficient for access to a residential housing 
development on their property at Gaberston Farm, as that would necessarily 
involve an increase in the volume of traffic using the access routes.  Such a 
difficulty could be overcome by obtaining the consent of the owners of the land 
immediately to the north and south of the level crossing site.  However whether 
such consent would be given is a private matter between the Objectors and the 
owner of those pieces of land.        

 
Rights to repair/replace bridge over Brothie Burn 

 
12. The Objectors admit that they do not have sufficient rights to widen the bridge 

over the Brothie Burn over which they currently take access to Gaberston Farm as 
they do not own the bridge, the access road leading from Whins Road and the bed 
of the burn itself.  That appears to be correct, though again such difficulty could be 
overcome by obtaining the consent of the relevant owner(s) and whether such 
consent would be given is a private matter between the Objectors and such 
owner(s). 

 

                                            
6  See for example D. J. Cusine & R. R. M. Paisley, “Servitudes and Rights of Way”, Scottish 
Universities Law Institute Limited (1998), 14.25 
7  See for example D. J. Cusine & R. R. M. Paisley, “Servitudes and Rights of Way”, Scottish 
Universities Law Institute Limited (1998), 12.186 
8  British Railways Board v. MacBeath, 1990 Greens Weekly Digest 13-735, a copy of which forms 
Appendix C.  This case is also referred to in D. J. Cusine & R. R. M. Paisley, “Servitudes and Rights of 
Way”, Scottish Universities Law Institute Limited (1998), 12.193 
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13. The Objectors claim that were the bridge over the Brothie Burn to cease being 
usable, they would require an alternative access route.  In my professional opinion 
this is incorrect since the Objectors themselves have the right to carry out repairs to 
the bridge if necessary.  This is implied in their right of access to and from Whins 
Road as Scots law recognises that the holder of access rights may carry out such 
works as are necessary to enable him to exercise those rights, for example to carry 
out repairs or provide a temporary or permanent replacement bridge9.  The cost of 
such repairs would be a private matter between the Objectors and the owner of the 
bridge.  
 

Conclusions 

14. If the Objectors are able to produce corroborated evidence of usage of the access 
route to and from Balfour Street within the last 20 years, then the Promoter is 
happy to accept that such access rights still exist.  The route and the width of the 
access route cannot be changed without the explicit consent of the owner of the 
land on either side of the level crossing site.  While the size or type of vehicles is 
not restricted in the Objectors’ title in practice only such vehicles as could pass 
through the existing level crossing gates could use this access route.  The 
Objectors’ access rights are not sufficient to support a residential or other 
redevelopment of their property if this would materially increase the volume of 
traffic beyond the original intensity of use in 1959.   

15. Any constraints resulting from such limitations on the permitted level of use will 
be reflected in the value attributable to the loss of the rights, affecting the amount 
of any compensation payable.  I refer to Alison Gorlov’s evidence in this regard.   

16. The Objectors may repair or replace the bridge over the Brothie Burn if that 
becomes necessary as they already have sufficient legal rights to do so.     

 

                                            
9  This example is specifically mentioned in D. J. Cusine & R. R. M. Paisley, “Servitudes and Rights of 
Way”, Scottish Universities Law Institute Limited (1998), 12.124. 
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Precognition of  Malcolm A.C. West on Roads, Transportation and Road Safety 

Introduction 

1. My name is Malcolm A.C. West.  My academic qualifications include a degree in 
civil engineering from Paisley University and a postgraduate Diploma in 
Engineering Design. I am a Corporate Member of The Institution of Civil 
Engineers.  I am a Civil Engineer with 29 years experience of Road Construction 
and Maintenance, Traffic, Transportation and Road Safety. This experience has 
been gained during my employment with Grampian Regional Council, The 
Scottish Office and Central Regional Council.  My current position is 
Development Manager (Roads and Transportation) for Clackmannanshire Council 
and I have overall responsibility for Roads, Transportation and Road Safety. 

2. This precognition relates to whether redevelopment of the Objectors’ property at 
Gaberston Farm, Alloa, would be approved by Clackmannanshire Council, as 
Roads Authority, if access to the re-developed property were to be from Balfour 
Street, Alloa, and the issues which arise from that in terms of highways standards 
and road safety grounds. 

Current position 

3. Gaberston Farm lies to the north of the former railway line, from which it is 
separated by a plot of land distinct from Gaberston Farm and which abuts the 
railway.  On the south side of the crossing there is an area of ground between the 
railway and the north end of Balfour Street.  Each of these two areas of ground 
abut the former level crossing.   

4. Access to Gaberston Farm, the associated builders merchants’ yard and the East 
End Bowling Club is by way of a metalled private access road which leads from 
Whins Road, Alloa, over a bridge across the Brothie Burn to the Objectors’ 
property. If the level crossing were to be formally closed, Gaberston Farm, the 
associated builders merchants’ yard and the East End Bowling Club would not 
therefore be “landlocked” due to the existence and continued availability of the 
access road leading from Whins Road.  As the access road and bridge are private, 
the question of maintenance of the bridge over the Brothie Burn is a private matter 
between the owner of the bridge and/or the Objectors, and is not a matter for the 
Promoter. 

5. On 30 April 2004 I visited the site to make an inspection of the current access 
arrangements and take photographs of the access routes serving this property1.  It is 
clear from my inspection that the access route from Balfour Street is currently 
heavily overgrown and narrow, has not been used for some considerable length of 
time and is currently blocked (by fences and gates adjacent to the former railway 
line and by building materials and equipment assumed to belong to the Objectors 
parked or stored on the land to the north of the former railway line) so as to be 
incapable of immediate use.  It appears that this route has only been used by 

                                            
1  Items (e) to (h) inclusive in the Appendix to the Promoter’s Written Evidence in respect of this 
Objection submitted to the Clerks on 6 May 2004 
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pedestrians in recent years for access to the former railway line trackbed from 
Balfour Street.  It is also evident that the level crossing site itself (at least on the 
north side) has not been used for some considerable time.   It is not possible to 
estimate the width of the original track leading to the level crossing site from 
Balfour Street due to quantities of dumped material and overgrowth. However 
from the position of a gatepost and embankment on the south side of the trackbed 
the crossing itself appears to have been under 4 metres wide. In my opinion this 
would be sufficient for light vehicles such as cars and light vans but large vehicles 
such as lorries would experience difficulties due to the narrowness of the crossing 
and the right angled bend immediately to the south.      

6. All vehicular access to the Objectors’ property has therefore been by way of the 
access road leading from Whins Road for some considerable time.  This is 
currently in good condition and is clearly currently in use for all traffic entering 
and leaving both Gaberston Farm and the East End Bowling Club.  While I was 
there the large blue lorry visible in one of the photographs2 was driven up the 
access road from Whins Road and parked in the builders merchants’ yard.        

Condition of Balfour Street, Alloa 

7. Balfour Street is a narrow residential cul-de-sac with very limited off-street 
parking.  There is therefore resultant on-street parking and congestion.  My view as 
representative of Clackmannanshire Council as Roads Authority and with overall 
responsibility for Roads, Transportation and Road Safety, is that accessing a new 
housing development along Balfour Street would therefore be completely 
unacceptable.  

 8. Given that Balfour Street is narrow, congested and has very limited off-street 
parking, I do not consider that a bridge or tunnel over or under the railway line at 
the level crossing site (were these technically feasible) would be sufficient to 
surmount these difficulties.  Nor do I consider it would be appropriate for Balfour 
Street, which is solely a residential street, to be used as an access to the Objectors’ 
property by “builders merchant’s lorries” which use the access road from Whins 
Road.   

Potential new housing development on Gaberston Farm 

9. I understand that the Objectors may still have access rights allowing them to take 
access from Balfour Street to Whins Road through their property, though they have 
clearly not used such rights for some considerable time in the case of access from 
Balfour Street over the level crossing site.  I understand that the route specified in 
for these rights is shown in their title deeds3.  This route would require vehicles 
entering Gaberston Farm from Balfour Street to negotiate two right angled bends 
immediately to the south of the level crossing site  which would be unacceptable 
on highways standards and road safety grounds. 

                                            
2  Item (g) in the Appendix to the Promoter’s Written Evidence in respect of this Objection submitted to 
the Clerks on 6 May 2004 
3  See plan attached to Item (c) in the Appendix to the Promoter’s Written Evidence in respect of this 
Objection submitted to the Clerks on 6 May 2004 
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10. While I understand that in principle a housing development on the Objectors’ 
property might be acceptable in terms of Planning policies, access to it via a level 
crossing across an active railway would not be acceptable in my opinion.  Likewise 
even were there an acceptable alternative means of vehicular access across the 
railway (were this technically feasible), access via Balfour Street would be 
unacceptable on highways standards and road safety grounds due to the nature and 
restricted width of Balfour Street.  There is in any case an alternative and more 
suitable access route available, i.e. the existing private access road leading to and 
from Whins Road, which could be improved to access a housing development.   

Conclusions  

11. The existing private access road leading to and from Gaberston Farm, the 
associated builders merchants’ yard and the East End Bowling Club, is currently in 
use for pedestrian and vehicular access and vehicles up to large lorries currently 
use it.  Whether it is improved is a private matter between the Objectors and the 
owners of the access road and bridge itself. 

12. The access route from Balfour Street is currently heavily overgrown and narrow, 
has not been used for some considerable length of time and is currently blocked.   
While in principle a housing development on the Objectors’ property might be 
acceptable in Planning terms, access to it by a level crossing across an active 
railway would be unacceptable on highways standards and road safety grounds.  
The route available to the Objectors in terms of the access rights they may hold to 
and from the level crossing is likewise unacceptable on highways standards and 
road safety grounds.  Finally, access to any new housing development on 
Gaberston Farm via Balfour Street would be unacceptable on highways standards 
and road safety grounds due to the nature and restricted width of Balfour Street.    

13. It is my professional opinion, as representative of Clackmannanshire Council as 
Roads Authority and with overall responsibility for Roads, Transportation and 
Road Safety, that any such housing development would require to be accessed 
from Whins Road.  If a Planning application for such development were to be 
made to the Council, my recommendation as a consultee to such application would 
be that a Planning condition should be imposed on any permission granted that all 
access to the development should be by the access road leading from Whins Road 
to Gaberston Farm. 
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Precognition of Juliet Hamilton on Town and Country Planning Issues 
  
Introduction 

1 My name is Juliet Hamilton. My academic qualifications include a Masters Degree 
in Urban Design. I have been a Corporate Member of the Royal Town Planning 
Institute since 1989.   I am a Chartered Town Planner with 18 years experience of 
Town and Country Planning. This experienced has been gained principally from 
Manager (Planning and Building Standards) for Clackmannanshire Council and I 
have overall responsibility for Development Control and Development Plan Policy 
Planning. 

2. This precognition relates to the Planning status of Gaberston Farm, Alloa and the 
extent to which such redevelopment of this site would be acceptable in principle to 
Clackmannanshire Council. 

 
Potential development of Gaberston Farm 
 
3. As at 14 May 2004 no planning application for a housing development (or any 

other form of development requiring Planning permission) on the Objectors’ 
property at Gaberston Farm had been lodged with or notified to Clackmannanshire 
Council as Planning Authority.  A Planning application would be required for 
residential development. Planning applications require to be determined in 
accordance with the Development Plan unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise1. Were such an application to be submitted to Clackmannanshire 
Council, as Planning Authority, the applicable Development Plan policies are 
largely to be found in the Clackmannan District Adopted Local Plan 1994 and the 
Finalised Clackmannanshire Local Plan (which is shortly to be adopted by 
Clackmannanshire Council). 

 
4. Generally, redevelopment of brownfield land within settlement boundaries is 

supported. The principle of residential development of this site would be generally 
acceptable subject to a number of factors, principally access.  Approval is unlikely 
for any development prejudicial to the re-opening of the Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine 
railway. Although the Finalised Local Plan in Policy JOB 3 states that retention of 
business use on existing business sites will normally be favoured, it is my view that 
for this site the exception would be the case on the basis that residential re-use 
would be preferred. 

 
5. Access to the site would require to be from Whins Road. The Council’s 

Development Manager (Roads and Transportation) would require to be consulted 
on any Planning application for such development in connection with the proposed 
means of access in any case.  I understand that it is his view that access by Balfour 
Street via the level crossing site would be unacceptable on highways standards and 
road safety grounds. Any Planning application submitted to Clackmannanshire 
Council proposing that access be taken to such development by Balfour Street via 
the level crossing site would therefore be recommended for refusal by myself as 

                                            
1 Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, Sections 25 and 37(2) 
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Development Manager (Planning and Building Standards) for Clackmannanshire 
Council.  Indeed it would be a condition of any Planning permission granted for 
such development that any such development would require to be accessed from 
Whins Road. 

 
Conclusions 

6. While in principle a housing development on the Objectors’ property at Gaberston 
Farm would appear to be acceptable in terms of both the adopted and soon to be 
adopted Finalised Local Plan, the provision of satisfactory access is an issue which 
would require to be addressed by any developer to the Council’s satisfaction as 
both Planning Authority and Roads Authority.  It would be the view of the 
Council, as Planning Authority, that any such housing development would require 
to be accessed from Whins Road.  Indeed it would be a condition of any Planning 
permission granted for such development that this would be the case, and any 
Planning application in which access via Balfour Street over the railway line were 
to be proposed would be recommended for refusal.     

 



 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
STIRLING-ALLOA-KINCARDINE RAILWAY AND LINKED IMPROVEMENTS BILL 

 
BALFOUR STREET LEVEL CROSSING: EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM BY THE 

PROMOTER OF THE BILL 
 

 
Introduction 
1. The Promoter seeks an amendment in the Bill to authorise the closure of Balfour 

Street level crossing, Alloa.  The purpose of this memorandum is to explain to 
the Committee the reason for that request.   

 
2. The effect of the amendment would be to remove any extant rights to use the 

level crossing.  It will therefore be necessary to identify and notify potentially 
affected third parties.  As explained below, the amendment would also call for 
amendments to be made in some of the accompanying documents and the issue 
of further documents. 

 
Amendment sought 
3. The amendment sought is the following: – 
 

Page 24, after line 7, insert– 
 

“Clackmannanshire Sheet 19 Balfour Street Level 
Crossing, Alloa”  

   
 

That is the only amendment required to effect the closure of this private level 
crossing.  Section 9 of the Bill does the rest. 

 
Background 
4. The Committee will have seen that there is a large number of crossings of the 

railway between Stirling and Kincardine.  As stated in paragraph 3 of the 
Promoter’s Memorandum and paragraph 7 of the Explanatory Notes, the total 
number of legitimate crossings is 12 excluding Balfour Street.  These crossings 
fall into two categories, namely public level crossings, where the railway crosses 
a public road, and private crossings, where only certain people have rights of 
way over the crossing.  

 
5. Many private crossings – probably the majority – were established as what is 

known as accommodation crossings.  When the existing and former railways 
were originally built the railway companies were required to provide crossings for 
the accommodation of landowners whose land was severed by the railway.  The 
points at which these crossings were to be provided was left for later agreement 
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between the railway company and the landowner.  This was standard in 19th 
century railway Acts. 

 
6. The fact that there is physical evidence of an accommodation crossing having 

existed is no more than indicative of the possible legal position.  One reason for 
this is that rights to cross the railway can be varied or surrendered by agreement 
between the railway owner and the landowner concerned.  

 
7. The way in which accommodation crossings have developed means that the 

information about them is only as good as the records of the railway companies 
and their successors.  As a result, these crossings frequently cause problems 
with the information about them often being incomplete.   

 
8. It is also relevant for the Committee to know that there are a number of places 

along the railway where it is evident that crossings have been made and used by 
third parties without any right to do so.  Such crossings are illegal. 

 
9. The relevant area is on sheets 17 and 18 of the Parliamentary plans.  Attached 

to this memorandum are some further plans showing the Balfour Street crossing 
itself.  The plan marked “2” was supplied by solicitors representing Mr Ian Brydie 
of Gaberston Farm, Whins Road, Alloa.   Mr Brydie is the owner of the plot 
shown marked on the plan, a builder’s yard.  The surrounding area marked by a 
heavy black line appears to be the former Gaberston Farm as now known 
although (see below) the area benefiting from the crossing may be rather 
greater. 

 
10. Plan 2 is a copy of the old BR plan.  This copy is understood to go with the Earl 

of Mar’s title deeds.   It appears to have been marked up in 1958.  The plan 
indicates that at that time there was a crossing at this point.  If the crossing 
existed as a legal crossing in 1958, it will not have lost its legal status simply due 
to effluxion of time.   

 
11. Plan 1 is an extract from the 1866 Ordnance Survey map.  This map, drawn after 

the railway was built but before modern housing developments, shows the 
crossing as linking two fields, apparently for the purpose of continuing south 
along a line that seems roughly similar to the modern Balfour Street.  The 
implication appears to be that the crossing was an accommodation crossing 
following from the severance of the farm land on either side of the railway.  If that 
is correct it would also imply that rights attach to land south of the railway.  That 
is by no means certain, however.   

 
12. The land immediately adjoining the crossing on the north side, shown as 

separate from Gaberston Farm, is a builder’s yard.  The yard itself is not 
accessible to third parties.  Accordingly, the crossing is not accessible from the 
Gaberston Farm (north side) to anyone except the owner of the builder’s yard 
(Mr Brydie).  The gate from the builder’s yard to the railway is blocked within the 
yard itself.  On the south side, as is shown particularly clearly on Plan 2, the 
crossing is only accessible by leaving Balfour Street, going down an unmade 
path and crossing the field that immediately adjoins the crossing on the south 
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side.   As the gate on the north side is blocked (see above) anyone coming from 
the Balfour Street (south side) cannot pass beyond the former railway. 

 
 
 
 
Current use and rights to use 
13. The records supplied by Railtrack (as it then was) when the Bill was being 

prepared recorded that there was a crossing. However, there did not appear to 
be any subsisting rights to use it.  In particular, Mr Brydie and his co-owner of 
Gaberston Farm (including the builder’s yard) stated in response to a property 
ownership questionnaire sent on behalf of the Promoter as part of the 
referencing exercise that there were no public or private rights of way relating to 
the land. 

 
14. Every indication is that third parties have not used the crossing.  It is apparent on 

the ground that the crossing is no longer in use.   
 
15. For all these reasons, at the time the Bill was prepared it appeared that there 

were no extant crossing rights and, therefore, no crossing to close.  
Unfortunately, this overlooked Mr Brydie’s response to a consultation in which he 
said that his title deeds disclosed a right of way over the crossing.  (This has 
come to light since the meeting with the clerks on 7th January 2004.) 

 
Need for closure 
16. Level crossings carry implications both from the point of view of safety and 

efficient operation of the railway.  As explained in paragraphs 61 to 69 of the 
Explanatory Notes, three crossings are to be upgraded so that they comply with 
modern safety standards.  The crossings that are to be closed cannot be brought 
up to the requisite standard.   The same is true of this crossing.  Closure is 
therefore necessary.   

 
Method of closure 
17. This Memorandum proceeds on the assumption that closure can only be 

effected by the Bill.  However, if investigations reveal that the only rights 
attaching to the crossing are those enjoyed by Mr Brydie, his known stance 
hitherto indicates that he may be prepared to release his rights.  As explained 
above (paragraph 6), this can be done contractually.  If other owners of rights 
are traced they, too, may be prepared to agree a release. 

 
18. As discussed with the Private Bills Unit on 7th January, this course only offers if 

all the owners of extant rights over the crossing can be definitively identified.  
Investigations made since the meeting indicate that that may after all be 
possible.  The position will become clearer after further progress has been made 
with the searches referred to below.   

 
Effect of closure on third parties 
19. The solicitors acting for Mr Brydie have verbally told Parliamentary Agents that 

their client no longer uses the crossing.  This is consistent with the consultation 
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response which, as reported in the Consultation Report (Volume 1 of 2) was as 
follows for Mr Brydie of Alloa:  

 
"Family business with 2 residences.  Level crossing is referred to intitle 
deeds.  However no objection to closure as LC not used and blocked up on 
property side. Re-opening will hopefully stop fly-tipping and trespass and 
vandalism." 

 
20. It therefore appears that Mr Brydie ought not to be inconvenienced by closure.  

Any losses he suffers as the result of closure under the Bill would, of course, be 
compensatable under section 9(6) of the Bill. 

 
Accompanying documents - amendments 
21. Elsewhere along the line the sections show level crossing closures.  For 

consistency the appropriate point on the section on sheet no. 18 will be labelled 
“Balfour Street Crossing (to be closed)”.  No further amendment is required in 
the maps, plans and sections.   

 
22. It is not necessary to acquire the ground beneath the crossing.  Plot no. 327 will 

not accordingly be acquired.  No change is required in the Book of Reference.   
 
23. The necessary environmental assessment is being undertaken.  In accordance 

with the EIA regulations, if there is an impact it will be reported in a 
supplementary Environmental Statement. 

 
24. An Explanatory Memorandum will be prepared.  In relation to the Balfour Street 

amendment this memorandum will fulfil the same function as the Promoter’s 
Memorandum and also the Explanatory Notes.   

 
Affected Persons – Notification  
25. As indicated above, the extent of the right to use the crossing is uncertain.  At 

the very least it would appear to apply to the builder’s yard and to the 
surrounding land now known as Gaberston Farm.  For the reasons given above, 
rights may also attach to the field and some of the houses to the south of the 
railway line.  All this land forms part of the Earl of Mar’s estate and his title deeds 
are being investigated.  This may reveal what rights the estate has granted to the 
existing landowners. 

 
26. The Registers of Scotland are also being searched.  Due to the nature of the 

Registers, however, it is less likely that they will reveal anything.   
 
27. Searches having been put in hand in the week of 19th January, it is apparent that 

they will take several weeks more.  Initial referencing searches have been put in 
hand, but not personal contacts at this stage.  If it proves necessary to reference 
the developed streets, the referencing exercise is estimated to take six to eight 
weeks. 

 
28. Subject to any direction from the Committee, it is the promoter’s intention to 

notify the owner (within the Standing Order definition) of all land that is identified 
as enjoying rights over Balfour Street level crossing.   The notice would be in the 
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same form as the Affected Persons Notice served in respect of the promotion of 
the Bill. 

 
Advertisement 
29. The amendment affects only land in Alloa.  Subject to the Committee’s 

directions, therefore, the Promoter proposes to advertise the amendment in the 
Wee County News and to display notice in the following Scottish Parliament 
partner library:  

 
 

Constituency Library Address 
 
Ochil 

 
Alloa Library 

 
26/28 Drysdale 
Street, Alloa FK10 
1JL 

 
Objection period 
30. The Bill is at present silent as regards Balfour Street level crossing.  Anyone with 

an interest in the crossing could therefore have been expected to be struck by 
the fact that the Bill did not expressly close the crossing but neither did it 
expressly provide for the crossing to continue.  Taken with the reactivation of the 
railway line at this point, such a person might be expected to have questioned 
what was to be the future status of the crossing.   Accordingly the Promoter 
invites the Committee to agree that anyone with an interest in the crossing could 
already have been expected to question its treatment and nobody has.  It is 
significant that no point was raised by Mr Brydie, the one landowner who knows 
he has an interest in the crossing.  In addition, unlike the Bill as a whole, there is 
very little documentation to be consider.  In these circumstances, the Promoter 
submits that it would be appropriate for the objection period to be no more than 
21 days.   

 
31. The Committee may feel that the number of affected landowners is relevant to 

the length of the objection period.  If it turns out that the only relevant landowners 
are at Gaberston Farm, and that they have no objection to the closure, the 
Committee may wish to deal with objections, advertisement and notification in 
some quite different way.  It is suggested that this is a matter for further 
discussion with the Clerks when the position regarding current rights becomes 
clearer.  

 
Conclusion 
32. The Committee is asked to decide as a matter of principle whether the Promoter 

may seek the proposed amendment and, if so, the procedure that will be 
required.  The Promoter will keep the Clerk updated as to the title searches 
being undertaken in case it is after all possible to achieve closure in some other 
way. 
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  Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Railway and Linked Improvements Bill 
Committee 

 
Mr Alastair McKie 
Partner 
Anderson Strathern WS 
48 Castle Street 
Edinburgh  
EH2 3LX      30 April 2004 
 
 
Dear Alastair 
 
Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Railway and Linked Improvements Bill 
Consideration Stage Evidence – Group 9 
 
Thank you for your letter of 14 April attaching the promoter’s written response to the 
Committee’s request for further information in relation to the Kincardine Bypass 
Option B.   
 
The Committee considered this letter as well as responses from Scottish Power and 
Group 9 at its meeting yesterday.  The Committee agreed that the promoter should 
be asked to provide further information, as requested below.  
 
In the "Kincardine Bypass Option Appraisal" document submitted prior to the 
Preliminary Stage there is a costs estimate at Appendix B which has a sum allowed 
for utility diversions, as well as other costs.  The difference between the cost of 
Option A and the cost of Option B is shown as approximately £700,000.  This was 
the figure brought to the attention of the Committee and objectors during the 
progress of the Bill until evidence was given on Option B at Consideration Stage. 
 
The promoter's response of 14 April envisages four fairly complex scenarios, each of 
which has a cost over and above Option B (these extra costs ranging between 
£1,000,000 for Scenario 3 and £100,000 for Scenario 2). Each of the scenarios is 
based on pylons 14 and 16 remaining “in situ” albeit the promoter does say that 
there is possibility that they may need to be moved.    
 
Scottish Power’s response indicates that to facilitate the Option B proposal, pylons 
12 – 15 would have to be dismantled and a diversion of 3 or 4 towers are put up.   
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It did not appear to the Committee that promoter had discussed matters with SP 
Power Systems before either the response of 14 April or the e-mail of 19 April from 
SP Power Systems was sent to us. 
 
In order to enable the Committee to take a view on whether or not Option B should 
be further pursued (we will deal with the legal submissions made in the 14 April 
response separately), I should be grateful if you would arrange for the promoter to 
provide the following information by 10 May.  When it considers the information the 
Committee will expect to hear that the Promoter has been in discussion with SP 
Power Systems, so that the information received represents a joint view. 
 
In requesting this further information I am aware that no topographical survey has 
been carried out of the relevant area.  It is accepted that figures given will be 
estimates.  Nonetheless, it would not seem to me that the Committee is yet in receipt 
of the best information obtainable on the basis of what has been sent to date. 
 
Information Required 
 
SP Power Systems refer to Towers YG12-16 (although in another point in the e-mail 
of 19 April to Towers YG12-15 and to a diversion of three or four towers).  Please 
provide the best information which can now be obtained on the number of towers 
that may have to be moved and the cost of moving (a) a single tower, and (b) the 
maximum number of towers which may have to be moved. 
 
Please explain why the capital cost information contained in the response of 14 April 
for Scenarios 1 – 4 was not included within the Option B Bypass Appraisal (which 
formed the basis of objectors and the Committee's examination of this option through 
the preliminary stage and until after the submission of evidence for the consideration 
stage). 
 
It would be helpful if a costs schedule in the same form as Appendix B to the Option 
Appraisal could be produced so that the now apparent costs of Option B (each 
scenario) can be examined alongside Option A and the base case. 
 
In asking for all this information I am aware that the Promoter is not in a position to 
determine whether or not the removal of pylons will be necessary.  Nonetheless, the 
removal of pylons has been raised in evidence by the Promoter as one of the 
reasons for not preferring Option B, and therefore the Committee wishes to have the 
best information on this topic. 
 
In paragraph 37 of the 14 April response the first sentence states that some receptor 
buildings were "redefined in more detail and supplemented with additional buildings".  
What is meant by this? 
 
I have sent a letter in similar terms to Kevin McGinley of SP Power Systems so that 
he is appraised of the issues.  No doubt you will make contact with him in order that 
you are able to respond to the Committee by 10 May.  
 
A copy of this letter also goes to Group 9. 
 
 
 



 

 

 

Yours sincerely  

 
Callum Thomson 
Clerk to the Committee   
 
cc  Bill Butler MSP, Convener 
 Marcus Trinick, Bond Pearce – Adviser to the Committee 
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  Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Railway and Linked Improvements Bill 
Committee 

 
Kevin McGinley 
ScottishPower Power Systems 
New Alderston House 
Dove Wynd 
Strathclyde Business Park 
Bellshill 
ML4 3FF      4 May 2004 
 
 
Dear Kevin 
 
Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Railway and Linked Improvements Bill 
Consideration Stage Evidence – Group 9 
 
I refer to the evidence submitted by Scottish Power in relation to the Kincardine 
Bypass Option B.   
 
The Committee considered this evidence at its meeting on 29 April as well as the 
written evidence produced by the promoter and Group 9. The Committee agreed that 
the promoter and Scottish Power should be asked to provide further information, as 
requested below.  
 
In the "Kincardine Bypass Option Appraisal" document submitted prior to the 
Preliminary Stage there is a costs estimate at Appendix B which has a sum allowed 
for utility diversions, as well as other costs.  The difference between the cost of 
Option A and the cost of Option B is shown as approximately £700,000.  This was 
the figure brought to the attention of the Committee and objectors during the 
progress of the Bill until evidence was given on Option B at Consideration Stage. 
 
The promoter's response of 14 April envisages four fairly complex scenarios, each of 
which has a cost over and above Option B (these extra costs ranging between 
£1,000,000 for Scenario 3 and £100,000 for Scenario 2). Each of the scenarios is 
based on pylons 14 and 16 remaining “in situ” albeit the promoter does say that 
there is possibility that they may need to be moved.    
 
Scottish Power’s response indicates that to facilitate the Option B proposal, pylons 
12 – 15 would have to be dismantled and a diversion of 3 or 4 towers are put up.   
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It did not appear to the Committee that promoter had discussed matters with SP 
Power Systems before either the response of 14 April or the e-mail of 19 April from 
SP Power Systems was sent to us. 
 
In order to enable the Committee to take a view on whether or not Option B should 
be further pursued (we will deal with the legal submissions made in the 14 April 
response separately), I should be grateful if you would discuss these issues with the 
promoter to allow it to provide the following information by 10 May. When it 
considers the information the Committee will expect to hear that the promoter has 
been in discussion with SP Power Systems, so that the information received 
represents a joint view. 
 
In requesting this further information I am aware that no topographical survey has 
been carried out of the relevant area. It is accepted that figures given will be 
estimates.  Nonetheless, it would not seem to me that the Committee is yet in receipt 
of the best information obtainable on the basis of what has been sent to date. 
 
Information Required 
 
SP Power Systems refer to Towers YG12-16 (although in another point in the e-mail 
of 19 April to Towers YG12-15 and to a diversion of three or four towers).  Please 
provide the best information which can now be obtained on the number of towers 
that may have to be moved and the cost of moving (a) a single tower, and (b) the 
maximum number of towers which may have to be moved. 
 
Please explain why the capital cost information contained in the response of 14 April 
for Scenarios 1 – 4 was not included within the Option B Bypass Appraisal (which 
formed the basis of objectors and the Committee's examination of this option through 
the preliminary stage and until after the submission of evidence for the consideration 
stage). 
 
It would be helpful if a costs schedule in the same form as Appendix B to the Option 
Appraisal could be produced so that the now apparent costs of Option B (each 
scenario) can be examined alongside Option A and the base case. 
 
In asking for all this information I am aware that the promoter is not in a position to 
determine whether or not the removal of pylons will be necessary.  Nonetheless, the 
removal of pylons has been raised in evidence by the promoter as one of the 
reasons for not preferring Option B, and therefore the Committee wishes to have the 
best information on this topic. 
 
In paragraph 37 of the 14 April response the first sentence states that some receptor 
buildings were "redefined in more detail and supplemented with additional buildings".  
What is meant by this? 
 
I have sent a letter in similar terms to Alastair McKie at Anderson Strathern. No 
doubt you will make contact with him in order that you are able to respond to the 
Committee by 10 May.  
 
A copy of this letter also goes to Group 9. 
 
 



 

 

 

 
Yours sincerely  

 
Callum Thomson 
Clerk to the Committee   
 
cc  Bill Butler MSP, Convener 
 Marcus Trinick, Bond Pearce – Adviser to the Committee 
 



 
 
 

Clackmannan Council (“Promoter”) 
 

Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Railway and Linked Improvements Bill (“Bill”) 
 

Consideration Stage 
 

Further Additional Information for the Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Railway and 
Linked Improvements Bill Committee (“Committee”) 

 
On behalf of the Promoter In response to the Clerk to the Committee’s letter of  

30 April 2004 regarding the Kincardine Bypass Option B And Group 9  
Kincardine Railway Concern Group – Objection No. 28 (“the Objectors”) 

 
 
Proposal  
troduc 

1. The Committee has considered evidence from Group 9 objectors concerning the 
Kincardine Bypass Option B1 (Kincardine Bypass) and supplementary evidence 
from the Promoter on this matter. As requested by the Committee Clerk, Callum 
Thomson, in his letter of 30 April 2004, the Promoter has provided specific 
information below concerning the Kincardine Bypass in relation to: 

 
a. the Promoter’s discussions with ScottishPower Power Systems (SPPS); 
b. the number of towers that may have to be moved; 
c. why capital cost information was not included in the Kincardine Bypass 

Option Appraisal report; 
d. reformatted costs schedules; and 
e. a further explanation of statements regarding noise data. 

 
2. The Kincardine Bypass Option Appraisal report considers three possible scenarios, 

namely: 
 

(i) Line A – Existing Route 
(ii) Option A – Realignment within Railtrack Property Boundary 
(iii) Line B – Kincardine Bypass (Option B) 
 

3. The Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine route re-opening project is taking forward Option 
A, realignment within the Network Rail (formerly Railtrack) property boundary.  

 
Discussions with SPPS 
 
                     
1 Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Route Re-Opening: Kincardine Bypass Option Appraisal, Babtie Group, 12 

December 2002. 
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4. The Promoter has had an ongoing dialogue with SPPS regarding the existing 
electricity pylons. In order to respond to the Committee on questions raised 
during the Committee Meeting on 15 March 20042 the Promoter contacted a Mr 
David Gibson of SPPS by telephone on 16 March 2004 and was advised of the 
possible cost of moving pylons. Mr Gibson advised that SPPS should be 
consulted if the railway construction comes any nearer than 10 m to a tower, and 
also that SPPS does not want any railway construction nearer than 5 m to a tower 
base.  

 
5. Mr Gibson did not have sufficient details for the towers to hand, and advised that 

he would revert back to the Promoter once Mr Richard Crosse of SPPS returned 
to his office the following week (Monday 22 March 2004). 

 
6.  The Promoter duly submitted additional information to the Committee on 19 

March 20043 on this basis. 
 

7. On 6 April 2004 Mr R Crosse of SPPS advised that “From studying the 
foundation details the closed/worst case scenario that you can come to the OHL 
route without excavation or banking up of soil is 15.900m from the centre line of 
the [OHL] route”.  

 
8. This additional information was taken on board by the Promoter and used in the 

Promoter’s response to the Convenor’s letter of 2 April 2004, for which a reply 
was issued on 14 April 20044.    

 
9. Within the Convenor’s letter of 2 April 2004 it was stated that “I should let you 

know that the Committee has also written to ScottishPower Power Systems on 
several issues relating to your supplementary evidence.” The Promoter notes that 
it has not seen this correspondence with SPPS, only SPPS’s response of 19 April 
20045. 

 
Towers to be Moved 
 
10. The Promoter believes that Mr R Crosse of SPPS has responded to the Committee 

in relation to the number of towers to be moved in his email of 5 May 2004, 
where it was stated that “a new 4 tower diversion” would be required as “No 
single tower may be moved on its own”.  

 
Capital Cost Information 
 
                     
2 Official Report of 2nd Meeting, 15 March 2004, Col 320 
3 Additional Information for the Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Railway and Linked Improvements Bill 

Committee On Behalf of the Promoter In respect of Kincardine Bypass Option B  
4 Further Clarifications for the Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Railway and Linked Improvements Bill 

Committee On Behalf of the Promoter In response to letter from Committee Convenor, Bill 
Butler MSP, dated 2 April 2004 concerning Kincardine Bypass Option B 

5 Agenda item 4 SAK/S2/04/7/8 



11. The Clerk has asked for an explanation of why the capital cost information 
contained in the Promoter’s response of 14 April 2004 was not included in the 
Option B Appraisal. This is simply because the level of detail requested by the 
Committee, and provided by the Promoter in its 14 April 2004 response, is in 
excess of that which is required to carry out a Scottish Transport Appraisal 
Guidance (STAG) Part 1 assessment. A capital cost estimate for comparison 
purposes is included in the STAG Part 1 report, and the possibility of additional 
expenditure is identified, however it is not a requirement of the STAG process at 
this level to investigate in such detail the costs associated with potential utility 
diversion / risk items.  

 
12. It should be noted that cost was not the only factor in the Promoter choosing not 

to promote Option B as its preferred route. Option B is also contrary to local plan 
policy, retains significant risk and would effectively mean the loss of an identified 
recreational area.  

 
Cost Schedule 
 
13. A cost schedule in the same form as in the Kincardine Bypass Option Appraisal 

Appendix B is attached as requested.  
 
Noise Data 
 
14. The Environmental Statement provides noise data on predicted noise levels at two 

specific properties in Kincardine, namely 16 and 17 Ochilview, and from this 
noise data further predicted levels can be extrapolated for adjacent properties. As 
the Committee requested the Promoter to state what would be the difference in 
noise levels to the residents of Ochilview between the Promoter’s actual route, 
Option A, and Option B, the Promoter further refined the noise model to ensure 
that sufficient information for 14 properties in Ochilview and 10 properties in 
Hawkhill Road was available to the Committee and the Group 9 objectors.  As 
stated in the Promoter’s response, when combined with a revised correction 
method to deal with HTA wagons, this has “led to slight differences between the 
noise levels reported here for Option A and those in the Environmental Statement.  
However, in terms of comparing noise levels between Option A and Option B, 
this is not significant.” 
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  Stirling-Alloa-Kincardine Railway and Linked Improvements Bill 
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Dr Ross Johnston 
Operational Manager 
Scottish Natural Heritage 
The Beta Centre  
Innovation Park  
University of Stirling 
Stirling 
FK9 4NF 
 

16 April 2004 
Dear Dr Johnston 
 
STIRLING-ALLOA-KINCARDINE RAILWAY AND LINKED IMPROVMENTS BILL 
RIVER TEITH CANDIDATE SAC APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT 
 
I understand that you are the point of contact within SNH for the purposes of this 
matter.  For ease of reference I refer to your predecessor Alan Bell’s letter of 22 
January 2004 as a point of departure for your consideration of SNH’s position in 
relation to the appropriate assessment of the project proposed to be authorised by 
the above Bill. 
 
Again for ease of reference I will set out the remainder of this letter in numbered 
paragraphs.  Its purpose is to seek the views of SNH on the appropriate assessment 
of the project.  The appropriate assessment will be made by the Parliament under 
Article 6 of the Habitats Directive 1992.  While Regulation 3(2) of the Habitats 
Regulations 1994 apply to the proceedings of the Parliament the provisions of 
Regulation 48 do not apply in this case.  However, the Parliament intends to proceed 
in the spirit, and adopting the terminology, of the Regulations, and following that 
approach I will refer in this letter to specific provisions of the Habitats Regulations 
1994 for the purposes of addressing the process of this assessment. 
 
1. The Bill proposes works to enable the reopening of a freight and passenger 

railway between Stirling and Kincardine.  Part of the works proposed envisage 
repairs to the Forth Viaduct.   

 
2. The implications of the proposed repairs to the Forth Viaduct for the interest of 

the River Teith candidate SAC were considered by the Private Bill Committee 
appointed by the Parliament to enquire into the Bill during its Preliminary 
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Stage deliberations.  A full report of those deliberations is attached.  Within 
volume two you will find the key references to and discussions of the need for 
appropriate assessment at the following points: 

 
a) The written submission of SNH on the Environmental Statement 

submitted when the Bill was introduced can be found at pages 210-213 
(including Appendix A which details Government policy requirements 
for potential European Sites).   

b) Oral evidence on the potential effects of the development on the 
candidate SAC was given on 10 November 2003.  The relevant 
passages of evidence can be found at pages 250 – 251 (evidence from 
your colleagues Mike Shepherd and Alan Bell) and 254 – 255 
(evidence on behalf of the Promoters).   

c) Supplementary environmental information submitted by the promoter 
during the Preliminary Stage.  This can be found on pages 267, 268 
and 270 – 280. 

d) A letter of 24 November 2003 from your colleague Alan Bell to me.  
This letter is reproduced at page 309.  This letter refers to the 
supplementary environmental information described in paragraph (c) 
above.  

e) An email of 27 November from Tara Whitworth on behalf of the 
promoter. This email is reproduced at page 310.  

f) The letter of 22 January 2004 from Alan Bell to me to which I have 
already referred.  This letter had several attachments which are 
described within it. 

 
3. The Committee has determined on the Preliminary Stage evidence that 

Parliament should make an appropriate assessment of the implications of the 
project for the interests for the River Teith candidate SAC, including the 
extension proposed by the Deputy Minister for Rural Development, Allan 
Wilson MSP on 30 April 2003 (notified to the European Commission on 24 
October 2003). 

 
4. I am now writing to formally seek the views of SNH on the appropriate 

assessment that the Parliament will make.  Regulation 48 (3) of the Habitats 
Regulations 1994 provides that this consultation should take place.  I should 
be grateful if SNH could respond to this consultation no later than 14 May 
2004. 

 
5. Specifically I am writing to seek SNH's view on whether or not that part of the 

works proposed by the Bill which have the potential to affect the interests of 
the River Teith candidate SAC would have an adverse effect on the integrity 
of the candidate SAC.  I would be grateful if this view could be given by 
specific reference to the reasons for the recommendation of the relevant area 
as an SAC, and to the draft conservation objectives for the candidate SAC.  
These reasons and the draft conservation objectives were enclosed as 
documents 2 and 3 with the letter of 22 January 2004. 

 
Would you also please have regard to the provisions of Regulation 48(6) of 
the 1994 Regulations when responding. 
 



 

 

 

6. Should SNH consider it is desirable that any amendments to the Bill are 
desirable in relation to the appropriate assessment, please liaise with the 
promoter of the Bill in order that any draft amendments can be intimated by 
you or the promoter no later than 14 May.   

 
7. On receipt of your views, and after considering all the evidence before it, the 

Committee will draft a record of appropriate assessment for the decision of 
the Parliament. 

 
I trust that this letter explains adequately what is required.  If you have any doubts 
about the process described or about the response needed from SNH please let me 
know as soon as possible. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Yours sincerely  

 
Callum Thomson 
Clerk to the Committee   
 
cc  Bill Butler MSP, Convener 
 Marcus Trinick, Bond Pearce – Adviser to the Committee 
 


